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Hybrid design combines office and industrial

D

efining experiences and
categorizing objects have
historically and scientifically
helped us differentiate one
physical form or idea from
another. It is our humanistic, natural way of learning.
What happens if we step away
from what we have learned through
habitually defining and categorizing objects? We’ve seen it. A watch
becomes a tool for communication,
smartphones replace digital cameras and endless innovative ideas,
products and experiences emerge.
Architecture and design follow
similar principles. Office buildings
typically are centered around occupants by offering inviting spaces,
collaborative environments and
amenities. Industrial buildings are
designed around process workflows, warehouse requirements
and logistics. For commercial real
estate developers, this results in
segmented target markets. For end
users such as a rising technology company, it could spell higher
overhead costs for a creative office
campus downtown. Multiple offsite locations then are required to
accommodate industrial needs like
manufacturing and distribution,
which includes needs to receive
and ship goods, require truck access
and racking. Realizing opportunities
among these challenges, a new class
of buildings called “tech office” blurs
the lines between office and industrial project types.
• What is tech office? Coining the
term tech office for its draw toward
technology companies, we are transforming creative office design with
an innovative approach influenced
by 46 years of office and industrial
design expertise. Tech office is at
the cross section of flexibility and
cost efficiency.
The design begins as a concrete
tilt-up building with added glazing to the baseline core and shell,

allowing for more
natural light internally, which is a
common desire for
office buildings.
Featuring lower
clear heights than
a typical industrial building, tech
office can meet
Matt Chaiken, specifications for
NCARB, LEED dock doors and
warehouse racking
AP BD+C
if needed without
Principal, Ware
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complex structural
adjustments.
For office inhabitants, the 24- to
30-foot clear heights facilitate large
showrooms, mezzanine areas, a
general sense of openness and
abundant access to daylight. Inherent daylight and volume replace
the need for expensive finishes.
Exposed ceilings and concrete walls
add to the industrial theme, currently in high demand among tech
companies, throughout the interior
space. Compared to a typical office
building, tech office offers a generous amount of continuous office
space per floor, encouraging collaborative workspaces.
• What’s driving tech office design?
Technology companies are adopting
this new breed of building design to
promote collaborative engagement
among its people, processes and
products.
Easy access routes, an abundance
of open land and proximity to graduating talent from local schools
have made Broomfield a hotspot for
tech office. While a downtown creative office campus may be attractive, it’s not conducive to companies
that need dock doors, truck access
or research-and-development spaces. Located within already developed master-planned parks, these
lower-cost, highly amenitized buildings can serve as office, industrial or
both. They also can accommodate a
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Local firm Swisslog Healthcare consolidated its office and industrial operations from
Denver to Broomfield’s Interpark, with a 133,122-square-foot tech office building

single tenant or multiple tenants.
Local firm Swisslog Healthcare
consolidated its office and industrial operations from Denver to
Broomfield’s Interpark, one of our
designed, 133,122-square-foot amenitized tech office building. Swisslog
Healthcare worked with United
Properties and Ware Malcomb, as
architect of record, to create a customized design to meet its consolidation needs.
Another driving factor for tech
office in Boulder County is the rapid
growth of technology companies
and the need to attract local talent
through creative office design and
amenities. Knowledge workers and
millennials have come to expect
concierge services within the workplace. Offering on-site dry cleaning,
bicycle valets, car detailing and oil
changes have enabled workers to
focus less on personal errands and
outside responsibilities, and more
on being productive at work.
Just 5 miles north of Swisslog
Healthcare’s facility sits Etkin John-

son’s ATRIA, a two-building Class
A tech office development. Totaling 176,586 sf, it features attractive
amenities, indoor/outdoor flexible
work environments and 12-foot
floor-to-ceiling windows.
“Ware Malcomb’s design utilizing
tech office design principles has
created a unique identity in the creative office marketplace, positioning
ATRIA as the Northwest corridor’s
most cutting-edge office development,” said James Vasbinder, Etkin
Johnson vice president development.
The bottom line is, if you’re in
the market for an office building
or industrial building, tech office
brings the best of both worlds.
This innovation in office/industrial
design meets a diverse set of needs,
offers a larger pool of potential end
users and, ultimately, increases
return on investment. Hybrid in
nature, tech office is rooted in creative design.s

